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What's so weird about U.S. presidents? Plenty! Did you know that Abraham
Lincoln was a great wrestler? That Ulysses S. Grant got a speeding ticket riding
his horse - twice! Or that Benjamin Harrison was afraid of electricity? And let's
not forget that President McKinley had a pet parrot that whistled "Yankee Doodle
Dandy" duets with him! In this new single-subject Weird But True book, you'll
have a blast learning that there's a lot of substance - and weirdness - in every
president's past. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Presents unusual facts about the holiday, including how upside-down Christmas
trees can be purchased, how Sweden erects a giant straw goat for the occasion,
and how mystery elves have been spotted in Michigan handing out money to
strangers.
Make faces—make art! Fifty-two images of everyday and unexpected objects
provide the perfect canvases for creating funny, quirky, and completely original
faces. Just add eyes, noses, mouths, ears, hair, and more from 6 vinyl sticker
sheets packed with expressive features and other amusing accessories. Give a
sunny–side up egg zipped lips, add a moustache, and mix and match eyes and
brows. Make the moon (and a dumpling and a baseball) happy, or sad, or mad.
And don't stop there—doodle and add speech bubbles to complete the characters.
It's the ultimate face book!
Pure interactive fun between two covers! A book that begs to be doodled in with
96 wacky prompts, games, and crafts, and adorable creatures to boot, The Kid’s
Awesome Activity Book is packed with activities that take delightful twists and
turns, inviting kids to design, draw, and dream—and encouraging creativity on
and off the page. Enter an ancient cave to decode a mummy’s message. Find your
way through a beehive maze. Write a song for a cat rock band. Design a
personalized spaceship—and so much more. Plus, plenty of goodies to return to
again and again for hands-on play: paper dolls, finger puppets, bonus stickers,
and a giant pullout poster designed to kindle curious minds and active
imaginations. A great boredom-buster for travel or rainy days, and a fun birthday
or holiday gift. From the author and illustrator of the Doodle Adventures® series
and based on the Kid’s Awesome Activity Calendar, the book showcases Lowery’s
inimitable quirky style and humor that clicks with all ages—get the whole family
in on the fun!
Ultimate Weird But True
Pete the Cat's Big Doodle & Draw Book
Over 1,000 Stickers!
The Everything Kids' Travel Activity Book
Out of My Mind
Doodle and Sticker Book with 52 Faces + 6 Sticker Sheets

Presents facts, brief stories, and photos on topics including
extreme hotels, freaky foods, and crazy art, showing that fact
can be as weird as fiction.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “Driving, wild and hilarious”
(The Washington Post), here is the incredible “memoir” of the
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legendary actor, gambler, raconteur, and Saturday Night Live
veteran. When Norm Macdonald, one of the greatest stand-up
comics of all time, was approached to write a celebrity memoir,
he flatly refused, calling the genre “one step below instruction
manuals.” Norm then promptly took a two-year hiatus from
stand-up comedy to live on a farm in northern Canada. When he
emerged he had under his arm a manuscript, a genre-smashing
book about comedy, tragedy, love, loss, war, and redemption.
When asked if this was the celebrity memoir, Norm replied,
“Call it anything you damn like.”
National Geographic has packed 1,000 more ALL-NEW wild and
wacky facts and photos into Ultimate Weird but True 3, making
this the perfect gift for fact-loving tweens everywhere. Get
ready for even more zany weird-but-true fun with 1,000 all-new
wacky facts, photos, and too-strange-to-believe stories in the
newest book in the wildly popular series. It's the ultimate in
weird-but-true awesomeness!
Fantastically Great Women Who Made History is the eagerly
anticipated follow up to Kate Pankhurst's hugely successful,
Fantastically Great Women Who Changed the World, number
one best-selling children's non-fiction title. This beautiful title
looks at the stories, accomplishments and adventures of many
more brilliant women from throughout history. Travel through
the Underground Railroad with the brave and courageous
Harriet Tubman, turn the pages of the hauntingly brilliant
Frankenstein with the incredibly talented Mary Shelley and
prepare yourself for an unforgettable journey through history
with these and many other remarkable women. Overflowing
with vibrant and beautiful illustrations, and wonderfully
engaging text, Fantastically Great Women Who Made History is
a celebration of just some of the inspirational women who put
their mark on the world we live in. Written by the incredibly
talented Kate Pankhurst, prepare to be inspired. List of women
featured: Elizabeth Blackwell, Qiu Jin, Boudicca, Flora
Drummond, Pocahontas, Noor Inayat Khan, Harriet Tubman,
Valentina Tereshkova, Ada Lovelace, Sayyida al-Hurra,
Hatshepsut, Josephine Baker, Mary Wollstonecraft, Mary
Shelley
Sports
Surprising Stories Behind Everyday Stuff
All These Bodies
Fantastically Great Women Who Changed The World
300 Wacky Facts about Awesome Athletics
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National Geographic Kids Cutest Animals Sticker Activity Book
If you like dogs, you're barking up the right tree! National Geographic Kids presents daring dogs, playful
puppies, rough-and-tumble rovers, and all things canine in this fun interactive sticker activity book, jampacked with mazes, spelling and pattern games, drawing activities, 1,000 adorable stickers, and more!
Grab a pencil and put on your Weird but True hat! It's time to explore our amazing and very weird world
with the newest spin-off of the Weird but True series, where YOU get to illustrate just how strange and cool
our world can be. Discover amazing weird facts and then doodle, draw, or color a strange scene right on the
page. Did you know that giraffes only need to sleep 90 minutes a day? Well, that might make a totally fun
sleepover. Did you know that there's a town in France that holds a pig festival every year? Doodle some
funny outfits onto those pigs! Enhance your wacky masterpieces with 150 fun stickers, included in the book.
It's a great new way to play and the perfect boredom-buster for rainy days or car rides.
Preschoolers are full of "Where?" questions, and this next book in the best-selling Little Kids First Big Book
series is full of fascinating and often surprising answers for them. This charming reference book zeroes in
on location, location, location. More than 200 colorful photos are paired with age-appropriate text featuring
answers to questions like, "Where does the sky end?" "Where is the highest mountain?" and, "Where was ice
cream invented?" Containing several kid-friendly maps designed to expand the learning experience, this book
inspires kids to be curious, ask questions, and explore the world around them.
Nominated for the Cilip Carnegie & Kate Greenaway Children's Book Awards 2018. Kate Pankhurst,
descendent of Emmeline Pankhurst, has created this wildly wonderful and accessible book about women
who really changed the world. Discover fascinating facts about some of the most amazing women who
changed the world we live in. Fly through the sky with the incredible explorer Amelia Earhart, and read all
about the Wonderful Adventures of Mary Seacole with the number one best-selling children's non-fiction
title in the UK market this year. Bursting full of beautiful illustrations and astounding facts, Fantastically
Great Women Who Changed the World is the perfect introduction to just a few of the most incredible
women who helped shaped the world we live in. List of women featured: Jane Austen, Gertrude Ederle,
Coco Chanel, Frida Kahlo, Marie Curie, Mary Anning, Mary Seacole, Amelia Earhart, Agent Fifi,
Sacagawa, Emmeline Pankhurst, Rosa Parks, Anne Frank
Games to Play, Songs to Sing, Fun Stuff to Do - Guaranteed to Keep You Busy the Whole Ride!
1,000 Wild and Wacky Facts and Photos!
Animal Jam
Sports Sticker Activity Book
Outrageous Facts, Awesome Activities, Plus Cool Stickers for Tons of Wacky Fun!

From the New York Times bestselling artist James Dean comes an
all-new supercool activity book! Featuring more than 40
activities and thousands of stickers, Pete the Cat's sticker
book is sure to entertain readers of all ages. Full of a variety
of fun pages, Pete fans can decorate groovy scenes with their
favorite picture book characters! This interactive workbook is
the first Pete the Cat sticker-activity book. It's the perfect
entertainment for any family on the go. Bring it along on
vacations, road trips, and to restaurants!
* Indie Next List Pick * Indie Bestseller * Sixteen bloodless
bodies. Two teenagers. One impossible explanation. In this edgeof-your-seat mystery from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Kendare Blake, the truth is as hard to believe as it is to find.
Summer 1958. A gruesome killer plagues the Midwest, leaving
behind a trail of bodies completely drained of blood. Michael
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Jensen, an aspiring journalist whose father happens to be the
town sheriff, never imagined that the Bloodless Murders would
come to his backyard. Not until the night the Carlson family was
found murdered in their home. Marie Catherine Hale, a diminutive
fifteen-year-old, was discovered at the scene—covered in blood.
She is the sole suspect in custody. Michael didn’t think that he
would be part of the investigation, but he is pulled in when
Marie decides that he is the only one she will confess to. As
Marie recounts her version of the story, it falls to Michael to
find the truth: What really happened the night that the Carlsons
were killed? And how did one girl wind up in the middle of all
these bodies?
Children go crazy for Sticker by Numbers, an innovative new
series that takes stickers to a whole new level. Simply match
the colored stickers to the numbers on each page to create
stunning works of art. This special junior version features
larger stickers that are easy to grasp for smaller artists. With
over 650 stickers, children can create rocket ships, flowers,
butterflies, sailboats, and much more.
"Did you know that the first stop signs were black and white? Or
that a litter of kittens is called a kindle? There's a lot to
know and we bet you'll have fun learning these fun, far-out
facts in the next super series from National Geographic Kids!
Based on a favorite department in Nat Geo Kids magazine, this
book is chock-full of fascinating facts, silly stats, and catchy
little knowledge nuggets in all kinds of cool categories, from
astronomy and dinosaurs to revolutions and breakfast. Special
features include Extreme Weirdness, Strange Places, Wacky World,
and more"--Provided by publisher.
Weird But True Cool and Crazy Sticker Doodle Book
Animal Jam Sticker Doodle Book
Create This Book
Weird But True Wild and Wacky Sticker Doodle Book
Weird But True Know-it-all
The Strange Case of Origami Yoda (Origami Yoda #1)
Offers a collection of true facts about animals, food, science, pop culture,
outer space, geography, and weather.
Love Weird But True? Get ready for even more wacky fun, where YOU get
to illustrate just how bizarre our world can be. Discover amazing weird
facts and then doodle, draw, or color away right on the page. Did you know
that there's a company that makes pants for dogs? Can you design the best
doggie duds? Did you know that some spiders spin webs longer than two
city buses? That might make for a sticky situation in your doodles. Enhance
your wacky masterpieces with 150 fun stickers included in the book. Let
your creativity run wild for hours on end in this perfect boredom-buster for
rainy days, car rides, or any time.
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Create This Book is the ultimate outlet for creativity. Includes 242 pages of
unique and inspiring prompts to get you in the creative zone! Whether you
are trying to get past an artist's block, wanting to become more creative, or
just looking to have some fun, you will love this interactive journal! Want to
learn more? Check out "Create This Book" on Youtube! You can watch
Moriah Elizabeth's "Create This Book" Series! Great for inspiration and
guidance on your creative journey! Go to MoriahElizabeth.com for more
information.
Who invented pizza? Why do people shake hands? Why do we wear
underwear? You'll find the answers to these questions and more in this new
series from National Geographic Kids! Ever wonder how basketball got
started? Why we have birthday cakes? And why some people use forks and
some use chopsticks? Prepare to be amazed by the surprising backstories
behind the things you use or do every day! From familiar foods to common
clothing items to bizarre beauty regimens, this book covers all your burning
questions: Who thought of that? Where did that come from? Why is that a
thing? Presented in a bold, colorful design, with stunning photos, and jampacked with awesome facts, this book will have you totally riveted! Once
you know all this cool stuff about the origins of everyday stuff, you can
"wow" your friends and family.
Animal Jam Activity Book
Toca Life Doodle Book (Toca Boca)
The Kid's Awesome Activity Book
Fantastically Great Women Who Made History
Pete the Cat Giant Sticker Book
Make Faces

Play wild with this exciting Animal Jam themed activity book filled with 100 superfun
things to do, including puzzles, crosswords, word searches, stickers, cards, color-bynumbers, trivia, complete-the-story activities, true/false quizzes, mazes, sudoku, and
more. Integrating all the favorite characters and features from the game, this is the
perfect activity book for diehard Animal Jam fans to take their game play off screen and
up their skills in all kinds of areas. It's also a welcoming introduction to the awesome
world of Jamaa for newbies and creative kids who enjoy fun brain games and unplugged
activities.
"Interesting facts about animals, for kids"-Kick! Pass! Swing! Shoot! Score! Sporty kids will go ball-istic over this supercool new
sticker activity book from National Geographic Kids! Hey, sports fans! Take a fun timeout with this amazing activity book, filled with 1,000 stickers and cool facts and games
about all your favorite sports -- football, baseball, soccer, basketball, volleyball, tennis,
swimming, track and field -- and even extreme sports, like mountain biking,
snowboarding, skateboarding, and more. I This exciting, educational, yet wildly fun
interactive title brings National Geographic Kids signature content to a sticker and
activity book format. It's a great way for kids to go off-screen and learn while they play.
Also an engaging "treat" for a rainy day, car trips, downtime, or anytime.
Pete the Cat stars in his first-ever coloring and activity book! Pete the Cat fans get to
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play alongside their favorite groovy guy with 128 pages of cool pictures and activities to
complete. With all the humor of the bestselling picture books, this doodle and draw book
by New York Times bestselling artist James Dean is sure to spark the imagination of Pete
fans of all ages.
National Geographic Kids Dogs Sticker Activity Book
U.s. Presidents
Odd 1s Out: Doodle Colouring Book
Paint by Sticker: Music Icons
300 Festive Facts to Light Up the Holidays
My First Sticker by Numbers Book

Boys and girls of all ages will love Toca Boca's Toca Life Doodle Book,
which features hilarious full-color interiors, over 1,000 stickers, posters,
reusable stickers, and play scenes! Welcome to Toca Life, where anything
and everyone is welcome! Use your imagination to fill the pages of this
doodle book with stylish patterns, cool designs, and oodles of creative
doodles! Don't forget to be silly--and that there are NO rules in Toca Life!
Doodle what you would flush down the toilet, or draw what you think Silly
Burger would put on his buns! Toca Boca app players or any boys and girls
ages 6 to 9 will love this book, which features full-color interiors, reusable
stickers and play scenes, plus a double-sided poster! Happy doodling!
In the world of dogs, there is now more awareness than ever of the need to
provide enrichment, especially in shelters. But what exactly is enrichment?
The concept is pretty straightforward: learn what your dog’s needs are, and
then structure an environment and routine that allows them to engage in
behaviors they find enriching. To truly enrich your dog’s life, you should
offer them opportunities to engage in natural or instinctual behaviors.
Aside from the limitations we have to place on a dog in today’s modern,
busy world, the biggest constraint to enriching your dog’s life is your
imagination! What the experts say about Canine Enrichment: Don’t let the
word “enrichment” in the title fool you into thinking that the scope of this
book is too narrow or not something you will find valuable. It focuses
comprehensively on meeting your dog’s needs and is written in a holistic,
science-based, practical, straightforward, and easy-to-understand way. I
love this book! Ken Ramirez, author of Animal Training: Successful Animal
Management Through Positive Reinforcement Canine Enrichment is a deep
dive into what dogs really need and how we can provide it. It’s a great book
for dog lovers who want to go beyond the standard superficialities of “dogs
need exercise.” Just the chapter on agency is worth the price of the book!
Patricia McConnell, Ph.D., CAAB Emeritus, author of The Other End of the
Leash and The Education of Will The scope of this book is ambitious and the
authors deliver, navigating the subject of enrichment with depth and
relevance. Caregivers will gain critically important perspectives and
practical information to improve the lives of their animals. Susan G.
Friedman, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, Utah State University, and founder of
Behavior Works, LLC
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Outrageous Facts, Awesome Activities, Plus Cool Stickers for Tons of
Wacky Fun!National Geographic Books
In this funny, uncannily wise portrait of the dynamics of a sixth-grade class
and of the greatness that sometimes comes in unlikely packages, Dwight, a
loser, talks to his classmates via an origami finger puppet of Yoda. If that
weren’t strange enough, the puppet is uncannily wise and prescient.
Origami Yoda predicts the date of a pop quiz, guesses who stole the
classroom Shakespeare bust, and saves a classmate from popularitycrushing embarrassment with some well-timed advice. Dwight’s classmate
Tommy wonders how Yoda can be so smart when Dwight himself is so
clueless. With contributions from his puzzled classmates, Tommy assembles
this first case file in the blockbuster bestselling Origami Yoda series,
written by Tom Angleberger, author of Star Wars: Return of the Jedi:
Beware the Power of the Dark Side, and hailed by School Library Journal as
“honest, funny, and immensely entertaining.” F&P Level: T F&P Genre: RF
Re-create 12 Classic Photographs One Sticker at a Time!
National Geographic Kids Baby Animals Sticker Activity Book
The Original Sticker by Numbers Book
Travel Doodles for Kids
Christmas
Weird But True!, Level 1
A busload of doodling prompts and travel games about cool,
interesting, and just plain weird places in the United States, Canada,
the world, and beyond! Ever been to Buttzville, New Jersey? Wanted to
hightail it out of Gross, Kansas? Wondered what the center of the
earth or some alien BFFs might look like? Here's a chance for kids'
imaginations to run wild while keeping busy on that long road trip.
"Doodle Queen" Anita Wood is the author of Pocketdoodles for Girls,
Pocketdoodles for Princesses, and B.F.F. Journal. Growing up an Air
Force brat, she's lived in lots of interesting places, such as Madrid,
Spain, and has traveled widely, especially throughout the western
United States. She currently makes her home in northern Utah. The
series that's taking the world by storm with more than 250,000 copies
sold!
Get ready for even more DO-IT-YOURSELF weirdness in the latest Weird
But True Sticker Doodle title. With each turn of the page kids learn
new information and get to try new wacky activities, from doodling
prompts to crosswords, mazes to picture puzzles. This book unleashes
kids' creativity in a uniquely Nat Geo Kids way. Love Weird But True?
Get ready for even more wacky fun, where YOU get to illustrate just
how bizarre our world can be. Discover amazing weird facts and then
doodle, draw, or color away right on the page. Did you know that some
American soldiers once rode camels instead of horses? Draw some other
unexpected animal mounts! Did you know that some ice-cream trucks
serve scoops just for dogs? Create some other gourmet masterpieces for
your canine companion. Enhance your wacky masterpieces with 150 fun
stickers included in the book. Let your creativity run wild for hours
on end in this perfect boredom-buster for rainy days, car rides, or
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any time.
Paint by Sticker is the most exciting new idea in activity books, both
for grown-ups and kids. A compelling activity for crafters and
artists, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each Paint by Sticker book
includes everything you need to create twelve vibrant, full-color
“paintings.” The original images are rendered in low-poly, a computer
graphics style using geometric polygon shapes to create a 3D effect.
As in paint-by-number, each template is divided into dozens of spaces,
each with a number that corresponds to a particular sticker. Find the
sticker, peel it, and place it in the right space. Add the next, and
the next, and the next—it’s an activity that’s utterly absorbing, both
in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and the growing satisfaction
of watching a “painting” come to life, emerging from a flat black-andwhite illustration to a dazzling image with color, body, and spirit.
Paint by Sticker: Music Icons brings us face-to-face with Elvis, The
Beatles, Beyoncé, David Bowie, Cher, Prince, Michael Jackson, Kurt
Cobain, Madonna, Nina Simone, Dolly Parton, and "Weird Al" Yankovic.
With 1,000 stickers and fantastic graphics and text, these high
quality, superfun sticker books are a great way for kids to learn
about animals and the natural world. The Baby Animals sticker book is
chock-full of the cutest creatures on the planet: pandas, piglets,
wolf cubs, ponies, polar bears, elephants, bunnies, kittens, puppies,
and many more. With a fun, brightly colored design and loaded with
animal facts and games--such as mazes, counting, matching and
more--this book is sure to provide endless entertainment.
Weird But True Animals
Bet You Didn't Know
Fascinating, Far-Out, Fun-tastic Facts
Based on a True Story
Canine Enrichment for the Real World
National Geographic Little Kids First Big Book of Where
Everything has its weird side-- even sports! Add wacky stats, facts,
and stories to your arsenal of spots trivia with this new addition to
the very popular Weird but True series!
Do you love riding on planes, trains, and automobiles but get restless
on the way? If the answer is yes, take along The Everything Kids'
Travel Activity Book and you'll be there before you know it! Packed
full of puzzles, activities, quizzes, and games, this book provides
hours of nonstop fun that can be done alone or shared with other kids.
There's cool stuff to do, like: Create your own postcard Invent a new
automobile Play detective The Everything Kids' Travel Activity Book
also gives you answers to all sorts of crazy questions: What makes
your foot "go to sleep"? Why does your sister cough? Why do we
daydream? On top of all that, you can draw caricatures, test your
memory, and even keep a weather diary. The traveling fun is so endless
you'll never ask "Are we there yet?" again!
Hey, Jammers! Can't get enough of Jamaa? Then jump on into this doodle
book that lets you put yourself into the wild world of Animal Jam
through drawing, doodling, stickers, and other awesome activities!
This fantastic doodle book lets fans of Animal Jam--the number one
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kids gaming site in the world--explore their creative sides as they
interact with Jamaa in a whole new way. Draw your own avatar, doodle
awesome outfits for animals, solve crazy puzzles, and more! Inside,
discover 150 stickers, plenty of space to draw and doodle, weird
animal facts to make you smart, plus awesome animal photos. Up your
game!
Children will go crazy for Sticker by Numbers, an innovative new
series that takes stickers to a whole new level. Simply match the
colored stickers to the numbers on each page to build up stunning
pictures. There's hours of fun to be had and with over 3,500 stickers,
kids will marvel at what they can create using just a few simple
geometric shapes. In Sticker by Numbers, children will love creating
eye-catching patterns, from completing a mystical forest and a
beautiful stained-glass window to embellishing flowers, butterflies,
and lots, lots more.
Weird But True, Level 10
Games! Puzzles! Mazes! And More!
Not a Memoir

Draw, colour and create with Odd 1s Out! Join the world of James Rallison and his
cartoon creations in these action-packed pages full of weird and hilarious doodles.
Fans of all ages can flex their doodling skills to create an odd world of their very
own.
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with
cerebral palsy discovers a technological device that will allow her to speak for the
first time.
Girls will love these fun-packed pages loaded with 1,000 stickers of cute animals
such as pandas, koalas, rabbits, kittens, puppies, and much more. Perfect for road
trips, plane rides, rainy afternoons, or just to keep in the backpack for sticker
sharing with friends, kids won't be able to get enough of these high-value, high funfactor sticker books! Filled with interactive games, spelling and patter activities,
drawing games, and more. Parents will love these fun books that keep kids
entertained, engaged, and learning. Forty pages of activities and colorful nature
scenes pair with 16 pages of 1,000 incredible animal stickers to bring an exciting
interactive experience with the most adorable animals on the planet. Kids can use
their stickers to add baby fish swimming in the coral reef, to show ponies frolicking
in the field, and to match baby ducks and bunnies to their mommies. Teach spread
merges vibrant artwork with real wild animal photographs and an array of fun and
informative activities
Now updated with new games, facts, and quizzes, this guide to the online virtual
world of Animal Jam reveals insider information about the lands in Jamaa and its
animal inhabitants. Packed with photos, facts, and fun, it's also a great guide to realworld animals. Full color.
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